as diverse as monoatomic liquids, multicomponent oxides and metallic glass-formers. In 20 some cases, the crossover is accompanied by changes in the dynamical properties, 21 although a direct microscopic evidence of this connection has not been reported so far.
By taking advantage of state-of-the-art synchrotron techniques like x-ray photon correlation 48 spectroscopy (XPCS) and high energy x-ray diffraction (XRD), we present the first to a standard cooling rate of 20 K min -1 , allowing us to unveil the polyamorphic crossover in 57 the ultra-viscous regime as predicted also by Ref. [16] . Interestingly, while the kinetic 58 transition seems to occur at a determined temperature and leads to stationary microscopic 59 dynamics, the structure exhibits much slower transformation rates over a broader transition 60 region. This scenario provides a unique picture of polyamorphism at the atomic level and 61 supports the idea of the formation of a new liquid phase that is locally more ordered and which
62
does not affect the average density, as suggested for other types of complex systems [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . XPCS experiments were performed at beamline ID10 at ESRF, France. Details on the sample 65 and the technique are reported in the SM. Fig. 1 shows a selection of XPCS data measured at a 66 wave vector Qp=2.78 Å -1 corresponding to the maximum of the structure factor, S(Q), for 67 3 different isothermal steps between 392 K and 380 K during cooling from the supercooled liquid.
68
These temperatures lie slightly above the Tg for the applied cooling rate, which is determined 69 to be 380 K, thus 33 K below the standard calorimetric Tg end = 413 K (see ref.
[23] and SM).
70
The time average intensity auto-correlation functions are reported in Fig. 1a with  of ~200 s in the glass and of ~3000 s in the corresponding ultra-viscous liquid. displays a pronounced temperature dependence even at low temperatures, which is weaker than 135 that at higher temperatures.
136
To better understand the dynamical results, we employed XRD to investigate the associated 137 structural changes occurring in the material while applying the identical thermal protocol. We 138 find a transition from one liquid structure to a different one before the system freezes into a 139 glass, which is different from that obtained by faster cooling. This reveals the existence of a 140 complex dynamical pattern that cannot be associated to a simple glass transition.
141
The XRD results are shown in Fig. 3b where we report the temperature dependence of the 
161
In the light of these observations, the dynamical crossover measured by XPCS and shown in times (open triangles in Fig. 3a) 
186
As discussed before, the polyamorphic transition is not observed when the system is cooled 187 with a faster rate. In this case, Tg is close to the temperature of the dynamical transition
188
(triangles in Fig. 3b) , and the fragile liquid freezes into the glass before the LLT can occur.
189
Between the two competing processes, vitrification is the dominant one. This is obvious if we 
196
It is important to stress that the XRD data do not allow to speculate on the evolution of the but without any anomaly in the density [6, 7] . In that case, thus, the LLT is driven more by In conclusion, our study reports microscopic evidence of the direct connection between 222 polyamorphism and fragile-to-strong dynamical crossover in an ultra-viscous metallic glass-
223
former. In the specific system studied in this work, this phenomenology is usually hidden by 224 the vitrification at higher cooling rates and appears associated with the slow formation of a 
340
The broadening at short times due to equilibration stops after ~2800 s. 
345
The LLT occurs at 389 K leading to two regimes with distinct fragilities (magnified in the inset). due to aging and thus to the equilibration at short times from the glass toward the liquid phase.
359
The same equilibration is also observed in the dynamics in Fig. 2 . 
